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The economy of large-scale real estate projects (REPs) in Egypt is currently at risk. The increasing demand on
residential, office buildings, retail, hotels and recreation as well as public services buildings has been encouraging
investors from both private and public sectors to develop new compounds to meet this demand. These projects
are huge in size and include several diversified functions and are usually implemented over many years. Real
estate developers normally initiate their projects’ master schedule at the early stage of their projects then,
refine it every year. The construction of civil infrastructure utilities and networks usually takes place at the beginning of project implementation. This applies to all services such as water, electrical power supply, sewerage,
telecom, natural gas and district cooling and heating. The infrastructure investment and construction decision
is usually taken based on the ultimate capacity and feasibility studies that are based on the master schedule.
Any changes during long-term implementation (which may be expected) might adversely affect infrastructure
feasibility. This article aims at developing a model that would consider changes during project implementation
and provide decision-makers with recommendations that would minimize the impact on their investment. The
model functions through: (1) a central database containing data about real estate components such as function,
gross built up area, construction cost and expenditure profile, cash-in profile and type (selling or renting),
payment instalments by end users, etc.; (2) a scheduling module, which creates possible implementation scenarios based on certain constraints given to the model such as minimum and maximum allowable construction
durations, as well as the construction time frame for the REPs; (3) a financial module, which calculates both
cash-in, cash-out and projects’ cash flow for the different scheduling scenarios; and (4) an optimization
engine consisting of a genetic algorithm and a simulation module that compares all possible scheduling scenarios
and defines which scenario best fits the objective function and maximizes the lifecycle net revenue. The model
was implemented on a case study—a major real estate investment in New Cairo, where it proved to be an effective tool in providing decision-makers with different scenarios then recommending the one that minimizes the
impact of changes realized on their investment.
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Introduction
During the construction of large-scale developments,
several external political, economic, marketing or
social factors may dictate the real estate developers
either to change their originally approved master schedules or at least to reschedule and relax their construction plans in order to mitigate marketing and financial
risks. Recent political changes in different regions in
the Middle East are examples of such risk.
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This in turn has forced real estate developers to partially cancel the implementation of their scheduled projects or in better cases to reschedule and relax their
projects construction schedules. As a result, cancelling
or relaxing the developers’ feasibility-based projects
may hinder the feasibility of infrastructure projects
that are constructed at the early stage prior to risk occurrence. The possible reduction in services demand may
increase the services charges which are either transferred to end users as extra charges or incurred by the
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developers as financial losses. The resulting frustration
between end users and developers would negatively
affect investors’ reputation and future sales from one
side and users inconvenience on the other side.
The objective of this article is to introduce a novel
approach/model to reschedule real estate projects
(REPs) to achieve minimum negative impact on the
feasibility of constructed utilities (infrastructure) in
case of unforeseen risks are realized. The proposed
model would consider the risks and support decisionmakers in periodically rescheduling the implementation
of the remaining work to achieve minimum impact on
the constructed infrastructure systems profitability.
The model represents a comprehensive yet easy application tool for optimum rescheduling of real estate
development. Moreover, the model is capable of integrating the optimization of multiple infrastructure subsystems which shall enable supporting the decisionmakers in rescheduling the remaining projects due to
unforeseen risks by taking the lifecycle overall revenue
as well as infrastructure systems profitability into
consideration.
The developed model is applied on a large-scale REP
in Egypt. The project is developed over 800 acres of
land with a built up area of about 1.4 million square
metres. The project has different functions that
include offices, residential, hotels, retail and others. A
central district cooling system, among other services is
constructed to supply 30 000 tonne refrigerant to cool
buildings inside the development. The capacity was
defined based on consumption profiles at peak hours
over project life and is based on a specific development
schedule. The tariff was then calculated through a feasibility study initially prepared during early stage of the
development. The market in Egypt has changed drastically due to recent political changes. This situation dictated the investors to relax their development schedule
to avoid further financial losses. The model investigated
the different scenarios resulting from the market
changes and investor priorities and provided investor
top management with a recommendation for phasing
the remaining project work. Future research is currently
going on to consider other subsystems of infrastructure
and integrate them with the overall project feasibility.

Literature review
Real estate development usually demands extensive
long-term investments. One of the primary characteristics of real estate is the presentation of entrepreneurs
with numerous opportunities to generate extraordinary
return (Pyhrr, 1989). During the pre-construction
stage, developers must carefully assess possible development scenarios in order to fulfil certain objectives, such
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as product marketability, physical sustainability, financial feasibility and conformity to social and environmental space requirements. Previous research studies
focused on preparing and assessing REPs at the preconstruction stage rather than developing pro-active
concepts in monitoring the deviations of the risks
during the construction phase. Pyhrr (1989) presented
five levels of risk analysis that should be part of real
estate investment decisions at early development
stages. The five levels are basic feasibility model, discounted cash flow from most likely outcome, internal
rate of return (IRR) partitioning and risk absorption
analysis, sensitivity analysis and Monte Carlo simulation. Etter and Schmedemann (1995) categorized
the risks incorporated in real estate investment into
seven categories that relate to three main project characteristics as shown in Table 1.
(a) Physical immobility where real estate investment
property cannot be removed, (b) long economic life
where real estate investment property must produce
cash returns over a long period in order to recover its
cost and provide reasonable return to the investors
and (c) large economic size where real estate investment
in most cases requires large amount of capital investment as compared with other investments, i.e.
common stock.
Models to support real estate decision-makers to
prioritize projects fall under two main research areas:
scheduling and portfolio selection. These models
utilize simple ranking, based on certain evaluation criteria. Optimization is also used in scheduling and portfolio selection. Under portfolio selection (selecting
projects for implementation), there are many research
based on finding the criteria and then selecting and
prioritizing projects according to these criteria (Elkashif
et al., 2005; Hosny et al., 2007, 2011). Elkashif et al.
(2005) categorized potable water public utility projects
into six categories: uncompleted projects, politically
enforced projects, maintenance projects, replacement
projects, auxiliary projects and ordinary new projects.
Projects are prioritized for implementation according
to those categories. Hosny et al. (2011) developed a
fuzzy multi-criteria decision-making model to help
decision-makers in the selection of the optimum combination of potable water projects to be implemented
under limited budget constraints. For schedule optimization many research to optimize schedules were
conducted with various objectives such as minimizing
the total cost, the project duration or monthly finance
(Elazouni and Metwally, 2007; Hegazy and Elhakeem,
2011).
Several models were also developed to optimize the
scheduling process in other industries (i.e. transportation and manufacturing). Zegordi and Beheshti Nia
(2009) developed a model for the integration of
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Table 1 Real estate investment risks, Etter and Schmedemann (1995)
Risks

Description

Main characteristics of REPs

(1) Business

The property will fail to generate sufficient cash flow

(2) Management

The property manager will fail to respond properly to changes in the
business environment and, therefore, fail to earn a satisfactory
return
The property will have inadequate income to meet debt service
requirements
A government action adversely affects the property or the investor

(3) Financial
(4) Political
(5) Inflation
(6) Liquidity
(7) Interest rate

Physical immobility and long
economic life
Physical immobility and long
economic life

Physical immobility, long economic
life and large economic size
Physical immobility and long
economic life
Cash benefits received in the future will have less purchasing power Large economic size
than an equal benefit received today
A property cannot be sold quickly without loss or large selling
Physical immobility and large
expenses
economic life
The property’s value will decrease because of increased interest rate Long economic life and large
economic size

production and transportation scheduling in a two-stage
supply chain environment. The model used a mix of
integer programming and genetic algorithm (GA)
optimization model with the objective function of minimizing the total tardiness and total deviations of suppliers’ assigned workloads. Tormos et al. (2008) developed
a GA model for railway scheduling problem. The objective was to develop a timetable that would optimize train
operations. Andre et al. (2009) developed solving techniques for minimizing investment costs on a gas transportation network by finding the optimal location of
pipeline segments to be reinforced and their optimal
sizes (among a discrete commercial list of diameters)
under the constraint of satisfaction of demands with
pressure enough for all users.
Wang (2010) introduced a two-stage real estate
development project portfolio selection and scheduling
decision-making system that can select groups of projects by maximizing profits and minimizing risk. He
has also considered minimizing the value of cumulative
net cash flow and minimizing the value of breakeven
time of cumulated net cash flow to assist developers’
decision-makers to implement optimal capital resource
allocation. However, the model has not considered the
infrastructure projects that are usually implemented at
early stages of development and prior to risk occurrence. Leelarasamee (2005) claims that though
decision-making systems are proven to be useful, they
ignore several risks. Dzeng and Lee (2007) developed
a model that used GA in the optimization of the development of resort projects. GA has been implemented
through a model which is used to develop an optimized
schedule for the amenities of the resort considering both
the costs and revenues net present value which was

taken as an objective function to be maximized. This
model integrates simulation and GA for obtaining
such development schedule.

Problem definition and solution approach
This research relies mainly on three realities which highlight the problem and the solution approach, as follows:
(1) REPs are usually long-term implementation
projects. Accordingly, it is expected that, the
accuracy of their plans varies from one
implementation stage to another. Projects
planned to be implemented in early stages (i.e.
the infrastructure to serve the rest of REPs) are
expected to follow the original feasibility-based
schedule by acceptable margins. However, the
later stages (mainly the REPs implementation)
are expected to deviate from the original feasibility due to the fact that more unforeseen risks
may occur during the lengthy implementation.
(2) At the sensitive points where risks occur due to
the progressive elaboration nature of REPs,
decision-makers usually react by cancelling or
at least relaxing the implementation of remaining projects (REPs). These acts would apparently respond to the market risks and may
mitigate financial risks but in turn, such a strategy will negatively affect the pre-development
infrastructure and their feasibility. In addition,
the relaxation would indeed affect the project
lifecycle revenues. The underutilization of constructed infrastructure systems will increase its
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Figure 1 Problem illustration and proposed solution approach

unit cost, or the service tariff as its lifecycle production capacity would decrease. This increase
in the service charges is either transferred to
the end users or incurred by the developers as
financial losses. The created frustration
between end users and developers would negatively affect investors’ reputation and future
sales from one side and users inconvenience on
the other side.
(3) A balanced solution accordingly, should maintain the feasibility of already constructed facilities or infrastructure systems and consider new
risks at the same time. The problem can be
resolved by delaying the implementation of
some projects that are expected to be highly
affected by new expected risks and replace
them by other projects that are already in the
master plan but might be scheduled late and
are not affected/ impacted by those new risks.
The success of this process is dominated by the
optimum selection of the projects to be
implemented during a certain period, based on
their least sensation to new risks and the ability
to utilize the constructed infrastructure as
planned in the feasibility. Such an approach of
periodically shuffling the schedule will save the
total allowable time of the project and accordingly minimize the impact on lifecycle revenues.
More importantly, it will keep the service
charges of constructed infrastructure systems
within the original feasibility figures.
Based on the above realities, the researchers have set
an approach for periodically rescheduling the remaining
REPs (e.g. at a yearly base). The approach keeps track of

the constructed projects and tries to reschedule the
remaining REPs in a way to minimize the impact of
risk on the whole REP. The lifecycle revenue, as well
as the infrastructure services tariffs, is considered.
This applies to all services such as water, electrical
power supply, sewerage, telecommunication, natural
gas and district cooling and heating. Figure 1 highlights
the problem and shows the proposed approach in comparison to traditional relaxation strategy.
Need for optimization
Through the periodic application of the proposed
approach, it provides alternating scheduling scenarios
for executing the remaining projects. In order to understand how complex the model can be, imagine 60 REPs
are remaining at a certain period, where each has only
three possible starting months (one, two or three). The
start for each project needs to be optimally determined.
Possible scenarios are (3)60 (i.e. 4.24E28), from which
only few will represent balanced solutions. The real
problem is even more challenging due to the fact that
these projects are long-term projects that can reach
120 months (10 years). Such problems are combinatorial
in nature where the increase in the number of projects
will add to the complexity many folds. Accordingly
exhaustive search cannot be used and there is a need
for not only an optimization technique but alsoa non-traditional one. In this research, GA is used.
GA is mainly based on the concept of the survival of
the fittest derived from the biological systems (Elbeltagi
et al., 2005). Each solution of a given problem is represented as a string called chromosome where each
chromosome consists of several genes. These genes represent the variables for the optimization problem. The
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GA procedure starts by creating a population of
chromosomes (solutions). During the creation of the
initial population, the genes in the chromosomes are
set randomly within the variables’ allowable values.
The procedure evaluates these chromosomes by
measuring their fitness against an objective function.
To simulate the natural process of the survival of the
fittest, the chromosomes allow exchanging their genes
through mutation and crossover to generate new
chromosomes for new generations. Any new chromosome is evaluated and replaces a weaker member in
the initial population to allow the population to evolve
and have better chances to produce better solutions.
This process continues till a best-fit (near optimum) solution is generated. There are four main parameters
which affect the performance of the GA: the number
of generations, population size, mutation rate and crossover rate. A larger population size and a larger number
of generations help in getting an optimum solution but
increase the time needed for processing.
For implementation purposes, advanced spreadsheet
modelling was used. The model replaces the optimization mathematical formulation and links between possible variables (start months and durations of remaining
projects) and the objectives and constraints. The objective in this study is set to maximize the lifecycle revenues
constrained to be within a slight deviation of feasibility
figures for developed infrastructure.

Proposed framework/model for successful
implementation of REPs
Framework main process
The main process of the proposed framework is shown
in Figure 2. The master plan is normally produced by
considering the three feasibility aspects: physical,
social and financial. The plan can be divided into two
main stages the early stage which covers the implementation of various infrastructure systems and the late
stage at which various REPs are to be implemented.
The master plan can then reflect the overall project
cash flow (in and out) and financial status. The
implementation of infrastructure projects and a few
number of REPs progress usually as planned during
early stages of their feasibility-based schedules. The framework proposes the feasibility-based schedule as the
main reference or bench-mark while optimizing the
process during the later stage implementation of
REPs. However, risks arise usually while the construction of the early stage infrastructure and early REPs is
approaching its completion. The optimization solution
proposes a multi-modular model that is able to optimize
the remaining REPs schedule under the condition that
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the overall lifecycle revenue is maximized. Additional
conditions can also be respected such as the developer’s
financial capability and the infrastructure system lifecycle revenue. Consequently, close to planned end
users’ services charges can be approached.
Framework main modules and spreadsheet
modelling
The framework consists of four main modules, as
follows: (1) database module, (2) generalized scheduling module, (3) financial module and (4) optimization
engine (Figure 3). As shown in the figure, the scheduling module receives information from the database
module regarding the remaining projects to be scheduled. The database also provides information regarding
the expected durations and their allowances for these
projects. The schedule module starts creating an
implementation plan (schedule) by assuming the start
month and duration (variables to be determined) for
each remaining project. The module also deduces
other schedules based on the implementation schedule
for expected payments and selling policies based on
marketing strategies information in the database for
different projects types. The financial module considers
the different generated schedules and the cost information for construction and selling in the database to
determine cash-in, cash-out and net cash flows in
addition to the evaluation of various lifecycle infrastructure utilization figures. These figures and cash distribution represent the main objectives to be achieved
and constraints to be respected. Finally, the optimization engine is responsible for achieving and respecting
the problem objectives and constraints using a GA
solver (EVOLVER). Details about these modules in
conjunction to their spreadsheet modelling are provided
in the following sections.
Database module
The database module includes the basic information
of REPs (individual projects). The database covers
three categories of information: (1) basic information
about involved projects; (2) budgeting and marketing
strategies (monetary data) and (3) infrastructure feasibility data. These basic information are mainly the
land area, gross built up area, location code on the
master plan and land use (residential, office buildings, retail, mixed use, hotel, public services, …
etc.). These basic information are simply modelled
using Excel as an extendable table as shown in
Figure 4. The second category (the monetary data)
includes information regarding the construction
costs and marketing strategies of selling and leasing
prices that are essential for the financial module.
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Figure 2 Proposed framework main process

The information helps in calculating the cash-out and
cash-in by the help of the schedules obtained from
the scheduling module. The monetary data are
shown in Figure 5.
The third category is the infrastructure basic information which is summarized as follows.

The monthly district cooling demand is then extracted
from the simulation and tabulated as part of the database as shown in Figure 6.

District cooling demand

Potable water demand

First, a technical district cooling simulation model was
used by experts to define the demand depending on
several factors, including the land use of each building
(residential, retail, offices, etc.), its orientation, external
wall thickness and insulation, glass types and thickness
as well as the daily temperature profile and the season.

The potable water is considered as a standard usage
profile as per the local standard consumption. Figures
are obtained from technical reports and used to define
the daily demand in cubic metres of potable water
depending on the building type (residential, retail,
office buildings, etc.), as shown in Figure 7.
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Figure 3 Framework main modules

Sewage demand
The demand is calculated as 85% of the potable water
demand. Data are tabulated as shown in Figure 8.

Scheduling module
The scheduling module is a generic schedule model
which is responsible for producing a set of schedules
for projects’ implementations, rentals and selling in
addition to infrastructure utilization by each project.
The possible schedules for each project are developed
based on two variables; the construction duration of
each project (Di) and the starting month of construction
of each project (Xi). Accordingly the start and finish of
project construction will be:
STi = Xi,

(1)

FNi = f (Xi, Di) = Xi + Di,

(2)

where i refers to project number (i), the ST refers to the
start date and the FN refers to the finish date.
Xi is used to define the starting month of project’s
construction (i) from the starting date of the whole
development.

The implementation schedule is shown in Figure 9
with illustration of how to generate other schedules. It
is worth to mention that the Di and Xi values for all projects are used by the optimization engine (explained
here after) as decision variables during the optimization
process. The Xi is a variable that defines when the construction of each project i can take place. The maximum
allowed value of Xi is constrained by the latest date of
completing the whole development. This constraint is
dictated usually by local or national authorities in each
country. The maximum allowed duration for developing large scale REPs is 10 years to count from the date
of obtaining the ministerial decree, or approving the
real estate development master plan. The Xi counts
from the approval point in time.
The Di variable value refers, as explained above, to the
project construction duration, with the start and end
dates following Equations (1) and (2) above. The variable
changes within a range of durations that are realistic in
the construction world, e.g. between 16 and 36 months.
The scheduling module uses an intelligent binary representation in its spreadsheet modelling, to determine
the bars using zero and one where one is used corresponding to scheduling times (e.g. under the red bars
in Figure 9) and zero otherwise. The Excel conditional
feature, zero cells will appear transparent while the one
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Figure 4 Database module (basic information)

Figure 5 Database module (monetary information)

Figure 6 Database module (district cooling demand)
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cells’ background will appear in a colour (red for
example) to show the intelligent bar, or the project duration schedule. For example, if a project i is having Xi =
5 (starting at month 5) and Di = 3 (three months construction duration). Table 2 shows further these durations in the binary system.
This feature enables accumulating further display of
expenditure, income, infrastructure utilization, … etc.
on monthly basis.

flow profiles and the infrastructure utilization as functions
of Xi and Di. Any change in the starting month of each
project i and/or its construction duration Di will lead to
a change in the mentioned generated figures and profiles.
In this article, the objective function of the optimization
problem is to maximize the overall lifecycle revenue represented by the net present worth (NPW). This can be
obtained by changing the set of Xi and Di for each
project. Besides the NPW, both the IRR and the pay
back period can also be calculated from the resulting lifecycle cash flow profiles as the objective function can be
changed to either maximization or minimization of a
factor or the other. The effect of inflation or other financial
impacts of risks can also be reflected easily in the module if
the risk is resulting in such impacts. Detailed calculations
depend mainly on the produced schedules provided by
the schedule module. The cash-out is calculated using
the implementation schedule after loading it with the construction costs of each project. In this article, the construction cost distribution over the project duration is
considered following the normal distribution that results
in cumulative S-shaped expenses curves.
The cash-in calculation depends on the renting and
selling schedules. Once a project is scheduled for
construction, its renting or selling schedule can be
determined and used to determine the expected
cash-in according to the pre-specified marketing
strategy. Finally, the net cash flow is calculated
(Figure 10).
The infrastructure demand and monthly demands are
calculated using the infrastructure utilization schedule.
It is assumed that the consumption starts one month
after the delivery of the unit to the end user (Figure 11).

Financial module

Optimization engine

At the end of the process, the financial module generates
the overall net revenue, cash-out, cash-in, the net cash

The three aforementioned modules form one dynamic
platform model at which many inputs are dynamically

Figure 7 Database module (potable water demand)

Figure 8 Database module (sewage demand)
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Figure 9 Scheduling module

Table 2 Project construction starting date and duration
Month no.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

9

10

11

12

13

…... development end date

Project i

0

0

0

0

1

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

linked to outputs. This model is capable to conduct
many analyses, sensitivity, simulation and optimization.
The optimization represents one of the main research
focuses; the last module is an optimization engine
which functions on top of the developed model.
EVOLVER™ V.5.5 add-in for Excel® is used, which
suits the complexity of the problem in hand. The
values of both variables Xi and Di represent the
process variables as stated above. The changes in any
of the variables changed the REPs implementation schedules accordingly. Other schedules, such as the renting
or selling revenues, construction expenditure and infrastructure utilization will change accordingly resulting in
a different lifecycle cash flow forecast. The NPW of the
cash flow is thus linked to both variables Xi and Di

Figure 10

Financial module

through the step-by-step modelling process. The GA
optimization engine searched for the optimized solution
by comparing different scheduling scenarios corresponding to certain Xi and Di.
The module starts by calculating the lifecycle quantities of the services (district cooling, potable water
and sewerage), then calculates the lifecycle revenue
based on the feasibility-based tariffs as shown in
Figure 11.
The optimization objective function is set to maximize the lifecycle net revenue that includes the cash
flow from the financial module and expected infrastructure utilization as main constraints. The optimization/
Evolver settings satisfy the following requirements
(Figure 12):
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Respecting the cash-out at any point in time at a
certain level that matches the developer’s financial
capability.
Respecting the lifecycle efficiency of infrastructure
system at the same limit on which the original feasibility study was built. In other words, keeping
the minimum lifecycle infrastructure services
utilization as same as the feasibility-based quantity
(for district cooling, water and sewerage). This utilization level is based on the original feasibility Tariffs.
Considering a range of construction durations for
each project in the optimization.

Case study: real estate development in
Egypt
A 3 million square metres real estate development was
selected to validate the proposed approach/model. The
development is a visionary mixed use urban community
located in new Cairo. Upon completion, the development will be home to over 13 000 residents in villas
and apartments and a place to work for 50 000 office
staff.
The project includes advanced and automatically
controlled infrastructure systems that include
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

30 000 tonnes refrigeration generated by central
district cooling facility;
5000 m3 potable water underground storage tank
and related pumping facility and network;
5000 m3 underground irrigation tank and landscape irrigation network
Natural gas system
Telecom networks
66/22 electrical power substation and power supply
grid.
12 000 m3/day waste water treatment facility and
sewerage network.

The master plan was developed several years ago and
was approved by the authorities after compliance with
local rules and regulations. The 3 million square

Figure 11

Infrastructure lifecycle revenue (utilization)

metres real estate master plan includes 68 buildings of
different functions (hospitality, residential, office buildings, show rooms, etc.). In addition, a lifestyle villas
projects is located at the city as well. The district
cooling is planned to serve most of the city buildings
except for the villas that was found not feasible prior
to construction and a number of operational buildings
prior to commence construction, such as a school and
two automotive show rooms. The development components and infrastructure utilities were proven feasible
and hence allowed to start construction.
The construction of the development has started in
January 2010. The first batch of projects included all
the infrastructure projects listed above as well as a
number of office buildings, show rooms and retail
mall. The construction was progressing very fast due
to the governmental pressure to complete the development construction in compliance with local dictated
development deadlines and local land ownership regulations. However, in January 2011, the local unrest
and uncertainty in Egypt has caused interruption to
construction activities and plans. Besides, the real
estate market has slow down and dictated the developers to relax their programmes awaiting an improvement in the political situation. Hence, the
development is challenged by a situation where a
nearly completed infrastructure systems is realized
while the market is dramatically changing and may not
allow for selling or leasing the units which is considered
as major deviation to the feasibility original plans.
The above situation represents a clear case where a
need is created to reschedule the construction plan so
that a minimum interruption would hinder the original
projects feasibility based on which the infrastructure services charges were calculated. The unrest in the Egyptian situation may cause similar effects to those
resulting from other risks not only in the developing
countries but in developed countries as well such as
market financial recessions, unpredictable changes in
the real estate market demands.
The input data were discussed in Section 4—‘Proposed framework’. Results are in the following section.
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Figure 12

Optimization settings

Model run cases

Case (3): Optimization case

The optimization model is applied partially to three
infrastructure systems (potable water, district cooling
and sewerage) only due to the limited available information. However, other services can follow in future
research by applying the same concept to the optimization model. Table 4 shows the different assumptions
and constraints, and Table 3 shows the model output
for different given cases. The different cases are as
follows.

Similar to the unrest situation, all non-started projects
at the Egyptian unrest event (1 January 2011) are
delayed by 24 or 36 months from the whole development starting date (1 January 2010). Those project constructions started prior to 1 January 2011 shall continue
until completion of construction. The maximum value
of ‘X’ is also increased by 36 months as compared
with Case (1) or the feasibility-based case. The
optimization model was run for four different situations.
The assumptions and constraints in terms of durations
and X values for the four runs are the same. The runs
are:

Case (1): Feasibility-based case
The basic case schedule is the schedule based on which
the development feasibility for REPs and infrastructure
systems was prepared.
Case (2): Unrest case (or called revolution case)
All non-started projects at the Egyptian unrest event (1
January 2011) are rescheduled by delaying their start by
24 months from the date of unrest, which is 1 January
2011, or by 36 months from the whole development starting date which is 1 January 2010. Those projects started
prior to 1 January 2011 shall continue until their construction completion. The maximum value of ‘X’ is also
increased by 36 months as compared with Case (1) or
their starting date in the feasibility-based case.

First run: Optimization while fixing the infrastructure
services lifecycle revenue as constraints in the model
as well as the maximum allowable negative monthly
cash flow.
Second run: Optimization while fixing the maximum
allowable negative monthly cash flow as constraint but
NOT fixing the infrastructure services lifecycle
revenue in the model.
Third run: Optimization while NOT fixing the
maximum allowable negative monthly cash flow NOR
fixing the infrastructure services lifecycle revenue as
constraints in the model.
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Fourth run: Optimization while fixing the infrastructure
services lifecycle revenue as constraint and NOT
fixing the monthly minimum monthly cash flow as constraint.
It can be noted that the different cases represent a
method for validating the model. The results, as discussed later, are changing in a logic manner in line with
the changes made in the constraints in each of the cases.
Summary results
Table 3 and Figure 13 show the results obtained from the
model either before or after optimization. The first optimized schedule run provided an improvement in the

lifecycle overall revenue (combined for REPs and infrastructure services) as compared with the unrest schedule
case. The revenue reduced by 3% as compared with the
feasibility-based case versus 10% for the unrest case
without optimization (Egyptian pounds (EGP) 21.1
billion versus EGP 19.7 billion for both cases, respectively, compared with EGP 21.8 billion for the feasibility-based case). All revenue items for the REPs and
infrastructure services have improved and have reached
levels above the feasibility-based case. The maximum
negative cumulative cash flow almost has not changed
at the level of EGP 1.6 billion for both cases which is
acceptable if compared with the EGP 1.5 billion in the
feasibility-based case (Table 4). Table 4 shows the
results obtained from the model under consideration.

Table 3 Summary of the model constraints and assumptions for the different cases

X-value
From
To
Individual project
From
To
Infrastructure min lifecycle
revenue as a constraint
Maximum negative
monthly cash flow as a
constraint

(3) Optimization case

(1) Minimum lifecycle revenue
(feasibility-based) (no
optimization)

(2) Risk-based (unrest
case) (no optimization)

First
run

Second
run

Third
run

Fourth
run

1
96

36
120

36
120

36
120

36
120

36
120

18
40
No optimization

18
40
No optimization

18
40
Yes

18
40
No

18
40
No

18
40
Yes

No optimization

No optimization

Yes

Yes

No

No

Figure 13 Cumulative cash flow curves: comparison between feasibility case scenario in green, the unrest case in red and the
optimized first run in blue
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Table 4 The model output in the different cases
(3) Optimization cases

(1) Feasibility-based minimum
acceptable lifecycle revenue (no
optimization)

(2) Risk-based (no
optimization)

First
run

Second
run

Third run

Fourth
run

Lifecycle cumulative
cash flow (in billions)
District cooling revenue
(in billions)
Potable water revenue
(in millions)
Sewerage revenue (in
millions)

19.7

17.8

19.1

20.3

20.5

20.7

1.99

1.94

2.0

2.1

2.1

2.2

91.9

84.5

91.9

90.5

90.0

96.2

54.7

50.3

54.7

53.9

53.6

57.3

Total lifecycle cash flow
(in billions)2

21.8

19.7

21.1

22.4

22.6

22.9

Maximum cumulative
negative cash flow (in
billions)
Maximum negative
monthly cash flow (in
millions)
Maximum negative
cumulative cash flow
(in billions)

−1.5

−1.6

−1.6

−2.1

−2.1

−2.8

−100

−100

−100

−100

Output:
−130

Output:
−170

−1.6

−1.6

−1.6

−2.1

−2.1

−2.8

Cases

Note: Amounts in EGP.

Although there are further improvements in the
overall lifecycle revenue figures in the three remaining
optimization runs (second, third and fourth) in the
optimization case, the three cases have provided
further increase in the maximum negative cumulative
cash flow, which exceed the financial capability of the
developer (EGP −2.1 billion, EGP −2.1 billion and
EGP −2.8 billion) in the three cases as compared with
the EGP −1.6 billion in the first optimization case
which makes it a preferable option from the three sides:
(1) Better lifecycle overall revenue.
(2) Less cumulative negative cash flow as well as
respecting the monthly maximum negative cash
flow of EGP 100 million.
(3) Infrastructure services lifecycle revenues that are
respecting the feasibility-based schedule case.
Therefore, the first run of the optimized schedule case
is preferable as compared with the unrest optimized
schedule case. The three schedules are shown in
Figure 14. The three cases represent the application of
sensitivity analysis given the two constrains: the
maximum individual monthly cash-out or expenditure
of EGP 100 million; and the maximum negative

cumulative cash-out of EGP 1.6 billion. The lifecycle
revenue in the second run of the optimization cases as
shown in Table (3) has reached EGP 22.4 billion
which is better than the originally feasibility-based
figure of EGP 21.8 billion and the relaxed risk-based
scenario with no optimization whose figure is EGP
19.7 billion. This improvement is reached by freeing
the maximum lifecycle revenue of being a constraint.
The improvement is even better in the third run where
the cumulative amount of EGP 1.6 billion is not put
as constraint. The lifecycle revenue has reached EGP
22.6 billion corresponding to a negative cumulative
expenditure of EGP 2.1 billion. In the fourth run of
the optimization cases, where the optimization was
made without any constraints, i.e. neither maximum
negative limit (EGP 100 million) nor maximum negative cumulative expenditure (EGP 1.6 billion). It has
achieved an optimized schedule that improved the lifecycle revenue to EGP 22.9 billion which is better than
any revenue that resulted from other cases.
The model was introduced to decision-makers of the
real estate development where they revised the results of
the different runs and found them logic and beneficial in
analyzing the sensitivity of the output to the different
constraints.
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Figure 14
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The three different schedule cases

Discussion and conclusions
This article presents the challenges facing the successful
implementation of REPs in risky environments. In
accordance with the stated aim of this article, the resulting model can be seen as a decision-making tool that
provides recommendations to real estate development
decision-makers. As discussed above, different optimization runs have provided optimized schedules of different project contained within the real estate
development. The resulting schedules provide better
lifecycle revenues for the development as a whole.
Decision-makers can thus use the model as a framework/model periodically to reschedule their remaining
REPs to minimize risks and support their decisions in
achieving minimum impact on constructed infrastructure systems profitability. The model represents a comprehensive yet easy application tool for optimum
rescheduling of real estate development. It is comprised
of four main modules: a database module, a generic
scheduling module, a financial module and an optimization engine. The model is capable of integrating the
optimization of multiple infrastructure subsystems
which shall enable supporting decision-makers in
rescheduling the remaining projects whenever unforeseen risks arise by taking the lifecycle overall revenue
as well as infrastructure systems revenue as an objective/constraints in the optimization process. More
importantly, the model enables better and smoothed
cash flows which consequently allow consistent operations, levelled resources and expenditure. As a result,
project organization portfolios become more efficient.

The model is applied to a real estate development that
is under construction in Egypt. The original feasibility
was based on an approved master plan and implementation schedule. The construction of infrastructure projects and a few number of REPs have started in early
2010. The unrest in Egypt has started in January 2011
where the developer has decided to postpone the
execution of those projects that have not started yet
due to the market related risks.
The results show that the introduced framework/
model would represent an effective optimization tool
that is able to support decision-makers in minimizing
the impact of unforeseen risks on their investment.
Levelling their resources and risk control improves
organizing portfolio selection due to the more efficient
utilization of organizational resources at any development point in time.
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